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A project on “Protecting Consumer Freedoms in the Digital Era” was launched by BEUC in November 2017, under the auspices of the Open Society Foundations. It explores the way in which EU competition law should apply in digital markets as a tool to maximise the well-being of consumers in the European Union.

Through this project, BEUC wants to contribute to the important debates that are shaping the future of our economy and society in the digital era. The notion defended by vested interests that market forces alone can ensure best outcomes for consumers is rapidly losing any credibility it may have had. On the other hand, competition law enforcement, by helping to ensure that consumers can benefit from free and open markets, in which companies compete on their merits, is an important method of improving consumer choice and satisfaction.

To offer an analytical framework for the project, BEUC published in August 2018 a Discussion Paper1, authored by Professor Ariel Ezrachi (Oxford University) as the Academic Advisor to this project, on the foundations of European competition law, its multitude of goals, and their significance in a digitalised economy.

Meetings and consultations followed, with competition officials, competition experts and relevant stakeholders, aimed at exploring means to better utilise and enforce EU competition law in the digital era. A symposium hosted by BEUC in December 2018 offered further opportunities to gather input from competition agencies, academics and representatives of civil society from the EU and the US.

This report summarises the harvest of this iterative process. It outlines the significant challenges for consumers in the digital economy and offers guidance to enforcers and decision makers on how best to use competition law enforcement, complemented where necessary by regulation, to address these challenges and so ensure that consumers enjoy a fair share of the benefits of the digital economy.

It is important to ensure that the European Commission’s Competition Directorate-General and EU Member States’ competition authorities can build upon the solid foundations established in recent years in terms of antitrust enforcement. In particular, they need the tools and resources adapted to address new and evolving challenges including big data, big analytics, network effects, switching costs and lock-in to controlled eco-systems.

This report forms part of BEUC’s ongoing work in this area. Comments on the report and its proposals are welcome and can be sent to: competition@beuc.eu
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The problem: the rise of digital power and the erosion of consumers’ freedoms

The digital economy forms a central driver to future prosperity – delivering waves of innovation, efficiencies and consumer welfare. It has stimulated a shift in market dynamics, paving the way for the emergence of platforms, networks and the proliferation of multi-sided markets, connecting companies with millions of consumers across Europe.

The digital landscape presents several characteristics which differentiate it from many other markets. These include:

**Big data**, which undoubtedly drives much of the innovation of goods and services on offer in the digital economy, has become a key asset. While big data offers many improvements, the fact is that limited access to relevant and timely data may inhibit market entry, expansion and innovation. As noted by the OECD, a positive feedback loop helps the strong become stronger, as the weak get weaker.

**A data advantage over rivals can enable leading players to achieve critical economies of scale, which could tilt the data – and competitive balance – in their favour leading to the unhealthy development of dominant market positions.**

**Big analytics** offer the power to optimise the use of data, identify patterns, improve the understanding of market dynamics, and open the door to accelerated innovation. Advanced analytics have also been central to companies’ ability to identify consumers’ needs and wants. Here as well, alongside the clear benefits, one can identify worrying trends. Data mining, data trade, online marketing, pattern recognition, demand estimation and price optimisation have all been used to approximate reservation prices, identify biases and power exploitative practices.

**Network effects** offer unparalleled efficiencies and economies of scale which drive the digital economy.

---


At the same time, however, network effects may support the rise of significant barriers to entry and limit competitive pressure on the incumbent. Indeed, the combination of network effects, access to data and analytics may tip the market in favour of a leading provider, which may become inefficiently entrenched. This may affect competition on data, competition on user-base and algorithm development, and may influence the nature and scope of innovation.

**Friction and switching** costs are also common in many digital markets. In concentrated markets with network effects, platforms and service providers may seek to limit consumers’ ability to switch suppliers and the availability of alternative suppliers by creating friction, and limiting interoperability between systems. Such practices raise barriers to the entry and expansion of smaller competitors.

**Controlled ecosystems** also play a role in this environment. Users face asymmetric information as to costs, benefits and availability of outside options. As users are (de facto) locked into one platform or provider, they are subject to its control and possible use of behavioural techniques (‘sludge’). Such environments are ripe for tracking, manipulation and exploitation. The controller of the ecosystem may also invest in means to ensure continued engagement, and to share data within the incumbent’s digital ecosystem (often against the user’s own interests). Indeed several reports highlight increased investment by platforms and application providers to foster addiction, aimed at keeping users logged on, to facilitate targeting and data harvesting.

**Increasing permeability between markets and society** – the capacity to monitor, target and manipulate users goes beyond traditional markets and can impact important societal debates and democratic processes. Online tracking and behavioural manipulation can be used to distort the market for ideas so as to influence citizens’ attitudes towards elections and public debates beyond the remit of economic activities. Further to this, data collection and processing taking place in controlled ecosystems can undermine data protection and privacy rights enshrined in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.

The accumulated result of the above characteristics has been a digital environment which may appear dynamic, but is often characterised by increased concentration and increased market power. An environment in which key players are able to dictate the nature and flow of innovation, the entry into market, the expansion of services and the interface with consumers. These features arguably led many markets to tip in favour of the dominant firm, making disruption less likely. Indeed, some empirical data suggests that markets are becoming...
more concentrated\textsuperscript{10}, and display lower levels of investment in innovation.\textsuperscript{11}

Faced with these changing market characteristics, the dilemma for the competition enforcer is a familiar one. Should one trust market forces to introduce disruption, so as to ensure dynamism and safeguard the consumer interest? Or, should one take measured action, with the aim of protecting consumer welfare and well-being, and ensure the competitiveness of future markets?


\textsuperscript{11} For example, a 2018 IMF working paper unveils a significant increase of mark-ups between prices and marginal costs of publicly traded firms in developed economies. The rise in measured mark-ups is associated with increased market power and market concentration as “firms have lower incentives to invest in innovation as their market position strengthens.” Federico J. Díez, Daniel Leigh & Suchanan Tambunlertchai, Global Market Power and its Macroeconomic Implications, IMF Working Paper WP/18/137 (June 2018). Also see: Jan De Loecker & Jan Eeckhout, Global Market Power, NBER Working Paper 24758 (June 2018); De Loecker & Jan Eeckhout, The Rise of Market Power and the Macroeconomic Implications, NBER Working Paper No. 23687 (2017)
There has been an emerging consensus in recent years that the unique conditions prevalent in digital markets, and the business strategies which have emerged, support the latter proposition. While it is widely agreed that network effects, big data and big analytics are necessary in order to yield greater efficiencies, and as such have the potential to promote consumer welfare, their combination, alongside other business strategies, has led to the rise of exploitative and exclusionary practices which digital market dynamics seem unable to curtail. The practices giving rise to the most concern are:

**Platform exclusionary practices**

The presence of a handful of gatekeepers that control an ecosystem has bestowed on these select few the power to determine the rules of the game and engage in ongoing self-preferencing. With market power and limited outside options, some platforms are increasingly able to dictate terms and conditions to users, levy increased charges for use, control data flows from sellers to users and distort the competitive process to their advantage.  

**Self-preferencing and search engine manipulation effects**

Linked to the above is the ability of leading platforms and search engines to engage in self-preferencing, in the form of ranking biases, filtering and ordering search suggestions, and search engine manipulation. Manipulation may affect the ability of downstream operators to compete effectively with vertically integrated entities that control the search parameters and results. Such exclusionary practices may also lead to exploitation and could further impact on users’ perception of the market for goods, services and ideas.

**Exploitation of upstream providers**

Control over key interfaces and platforms may enable a powerful intermediary to exercise market power in its dealings with service and content providers. Such practices may distort upstream markets, have a direct adverse effect on service providers, and have indirect adverse consequences for consumers. These practices may include, among others, margin squeeze, scraping of content and abuse of bargaining power.

**Data access**

The central role played by data in the digital economy raises challenging questions about the extent to which companies in control of key data should be required to allow others access to raw data. A refusal to grant access to key data, and data pools, may have adverse effects on innovation and market entry. There may be a need for intervention where access to data forms a barrier to entry, expansion and innovation.

**Excessive data collection and processing**

Data constitutes a key asset in the digital economy, powering advertising, analytics and targeting. Its central role has led to increased efforts, notably through the use of ever more sophisticated techniques, to enable firms to surreptitiously
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12 For illustration, see: Case 40099 – Google Android; Case 40411 - Google Search (AdSense); Case 40462 - Amazon Marketplace.
13 Case 39740 - Google Search (Shopping)
17 See, for example, the European Commission’s recent investigation into Insurance Ireland data pooling system http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-19-2509_en.htm
harvest user data, merge off-line and online data, and engage in advanced data analysis. The current digital landscape is characterised by increased use of direct and third-party tracking and data collection tools, some utilised without clear user consent and others imposed as a condition of use. Data harvesting, when it does not comply with data protection and privacy legislation, can be viewed as a form of quality degradation by dominant providers. This adversely affect users’ autonomy, and exposes them to manipulation and exploitation.

Discriminatory practices

The asymmetry of information and analytical capacity in the digital economy enables data-driven companies to deploy advanced algorithms and machine learning techniques to facilitate targeting, discriminatory practices and behavioural manipulation. These practices may affect patterns of demand and distribution of wealth. For example, personalised pricing or price discrimination in the digital environment can have serious distributional effects where the most vulnerable consumers might end up paying higher prices than under a competitive price scenario (when personalisation is combined with commercial practices seeking to increase the individual consumer’s willingness to pay). They may also be used to target biases and reinforce existing or desired viewpoints with the aim of keeping users engaged with the firm’s platform so as to generate advertising revenues.

Data harvesting, when it does not comply with data protection and privacy legislation, can be viewed as a form of quality degradation by dominant providers. This adversely affect users’ autonomy, and exposes them to manipulation and exploitation.

---

19 Stucke, Maurice E. and Ezrachi, Ariel, When Competition Fails to Optimize Quality: A Look at Search Engines 18 Yale Journal of Law & Technology 70 (2016).
20 On this issue, see amongst others, Wolfgang Kerber, ‘Digital Markets, Data and Privacy: Competition Law, Consumer Law and Data Protection’ [2016] GRUR Int 639. Note that although they are often conflated, data protection and privacy are two distinct rights protected under EU law. See generally Inge Graef, EU Competition Law, Data Protection and Online Platforms: Data as Essential Facility (Kluwer Law International 2016).
The above practices may call for intervention, notably when market dynamics are unlikely to safeguard the consumer interest. A first step is to consider whether competition rules provide a relevant and effective enforcement instrument. A second step is whether the above practices constitute a competition problem. In this context, we need to consider the scope and goals of European competition law.

While being mindful of its limits due to its high thresholds of intervention and lengthy procedures, European competition law can nevertheless provide a valuable and flexible instrument to address many of the market failures discussed above. EU competition law seeks to enhance consumer welfare and ensure efficient allocation of resources.23

---

Furthermore, the law protects "not only the interests of competitors or of consumers, but also the structure of the market and, in so doing, competition as such."\(^{24}\) Indeed, the goals of European competition law centre around, and are primarily consistent, with consumer welfare, but are not limited to it. It has consistently been applied in a manner to protect consumer well-being\(^{25}\), consumer welfare\(^{26}\), efficiency\(^{27}\), effective competition structure\(^{28}\), the protection of input providers\(^{29}\), fairness and distributional justice\(^{30}\), plurality and the public interest\(^{31}\), and market integration.\(^{32}\) The BEUC Discussion Paper which kick started this consultation offers a detailed review of these goals and values.

In an ever-changing economic reality, EU competition law has the necessary scope to adjust and remain relevant and effective. Indeed, competition law "cannot be pursued in isolation, as an end in itself, without reference to the legal, economic, political and social context".\(^{33}\)

Of central importance is the focus of competition law on consumer well-being and welfare. As clearly noted by the Commission, "[t]he aim of the Community competition rules is to protect competition on the market as a means of enhancing consumer welfare and of ensuring an efficient allocation of resources".\(^{34}\)

And as noted by the EU Court:

**The ultimate purpose of the rules that seek to ensure that competition is not distorted in the internal market is to increase the well-being of consumers... Competition law and competition policy... have an undeniable impact on the specific economic interests of final customers who purchase goods or services.**\(^{35}\)
The consumer welfare and well-being benchmarks, as well as the other goals and values, provide a flexible instrument which can address price and non-price welfare effects on multiple groups of customers; can target practices which exploit consumers through profiling, discrimination, use of asymmetric information and asymmetric bargaining powers; can address attempts to distort the competitive landscape; address unfair practices, including excessive pricing and excessive data collection; address distortion and harm to input providers; address exclusionary practices; target intentional introduction of friction to distort competition, innovation or limit choice; protect freedom of choice; protect economic plurality; and protect the EU’s Single Market against contractual, technological and other restrictions.
When considering the concept of consumer welfare, one should be mindful that “the concept of ‘consumers’ encompasses all direct or indirect users of the products covered by the agreement, including producers that use the products as an input, wholesalers, retailers and final consumers, i.e. natural persons who are acting for purposes which can be regarded as outside their trade or profession”. To ensure the effectiveness of the competition regime, agencies should consider the implications of actions on the full spectrum of consumers.

As one considers the scope of EU competition law, one needs to bear in mind that it is rooted in the EU’s unique political and social agenda. The legal regime governing the Union includes specific references to the Union’s aims to promote, among other things, “the well-being of its peoples” and to ensure “an open market economy with free competition”. These aims include “a fair playing field” in which consumers are protected. “This is the social side of competition law. And this is what Europe stands for.” And so, the multitude of goals of European competition law embodies trade-offs, echoing the values of the union.

In that context it is important to appreciate that competition laws around the world are framed by different objectives and ideologies. As such they may differ in their scope and mandate. This reality implies that arguments, theories and law from outside the EU cannot simply be imported and implanted as if they exist in a vacuum. Such implantation would disregard the EU’s institutional design and its legal framework and would amount to the imposition of values and norms advanced by the exporter. As such, it would ignore that fact that antitrust is a subcategory of ideology. While competition regimes worldwide share their core mission to advance consumer welfare, they may differ in their scope of protection and approach to distribution of wealth and fairness. They may also be subjected to ongoing changes in policy, affected by their social, economic and political environment. Similarly, while all competition regimes share their reliance on economic theory to ensure measured and effective intervention, they may differ in their focus on price-centric models, qualitative or behavioural dimensions and application on a case by case level.

On that point, there is a potential discrepancy between the goals of EU competition law outlined above and the narrower economic benchmarks of consumer surplus used to approximate them. Clearly, there is a broad consensus as to the crucial role that economics plays in shaping competition enforcement and intervention. The centrality of economic analysis provides a valuable prism which helps ensure that decision-making is compatible with the overall aims of competition law. Importantly, however, economic theory should not eradicate the wider goals of EU competition law, nor
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37 Art 3(1) TEU.
40 For a view from the US, note for example Robert Pitofsky who stated that “[i]t is bad history, bad policy, and bad law to exclude political values in interpreting the antitrust laws’ in Robert Pitofsky, ‘The Political Content of Antitrust’ (1979) U PA LRev 1051, 1051 quoted in Waller, (n 104).
should it strip it from its constitutional values and moral norms. Competition law’s societal role should not be marginalised by means of economics. Not least because narrow economic theories can be subject to normative and political influence and may reflect a political choice and a selective cultivation driven by well-resourced interest groups. 43

To put it simply, while the international community strives towards convergence, that in itself cannot guarantee full assimilation of thought and enforcement. A narrow view on the scope of enforcement in one jurisdiction, just like a wide view in another, echoes the scope of the law as designed and developed, and as such reflects a political choice.

Having clarified the scope of EU competition law and its ability to address many of the practices characterising the digital economy, we now address the practical challenges involved in such application. Key issues to optimise the enforcement of EU competition law include:

1. Identifying the adequate level of intervention

Faced with changing market dynamics, new technologies and business models, competition agencies face the challenging task of identifying and implementing the optimal level of intervention. On the one hand, a dynamic market may be able to self-correct, thus making intervention superfluous and running the risk of chilling investment and innovation. On the other hand, a delayed and timid intervention may fail to protect consumers in the long and short term and could allow distortions to become engrained.

No doubt, enforcement of competition law needs to be appropriate to the circumstances of each case. Careful consideration should be given to reduce the risk of Type I (over enforcement) and Type II (under enforcement) errors. Importantly, however, the ability of the market to self-correct, which has at times tilted the balance against intervention, should not be assumed in the digital economy. The market characteristics explored above often tilt the market in favour of the incumbent and limit the likelihood of future disruption by market entrants. In such a reality, one should not assume that self-correction justifies limited enforcement.

2. Measuring consumer harm

A price-centric approach to consumer welfare is ill-suited to a digital economy in which ‘free’ has become the norm and users provide value through engagement and data. In the digital environment, where the price is often set at zero, quality forms an...
important dimension of competition. For example, degradation of the quality of services or product characteristics can result in harm to consumer welfare, despite the absence of price effects. A price-centric approach in such a setting fails to identify consumer harm. Enforcers need to adjust their metrics in order to fully identify effects on competition. The digital landscape will increasingly require enforcers to consider a range of variables that impact on welfare, even when these are not easily quantifiable. As noted by the former Director General of the European Commission’s Directorate General for Competition, Johannes Laitenberger:

“We must take an empirically driven view of consumer welfare and recognise that some consumer harm is not readily visible in price and output effects.”

3. Adopting a wider economic prism
As agencies move beyond price-centric analysis, they should engage with other dimensions of competition. In doing so, and in order to fully appreciate the spectrum of effects and the ability to exercise market power, attention should be given to behavioural economics and to empirical observations on user behaviour. Insights from behavioural economics are particularly valuable when considering friction, operators’ ability to affect market entry, consumer choice, autonomy, limits on access and information flows, possible bias and manipulation of user behaviour. For example, firms can use so-called ‘dark patterns’ to deceive consumers in order to discourage them from exercising their data protection rights in a way that

can interfere with privacy-intrusive data collection and processing practices*. These insights may help to assess operators’ ability to exercise market power and the true impact certain practices may have on competitors and consumers.

4. Assessing dynamic efficiencies
The ability to assess likely dynamic efficiencies and future disruption is one of the main challenges for competition assessment in digital markets. This assessment has an impact on the likelihood that market dynamics may restore the competitive process, and as such on the need for intervention. It also affects the appraisal of merger transactions. Currently, the scope of analysis of dynamic efficiencies is lacking, making it harder to optimise intervention. Greater emphasis on the analysis of innovation is needed, so as to develop new metrics for assessment and benchmarks for enforcement.

5. Proactive use of information gathering tools for a fact-based enforcement
Whichever economic theory one uses, the ability to engage in fact-based enforcement is of central importance. Competition agencies should invest in information gathering, using the full spectrum of enforcement tools (including artificial intelligence), to gather information from the relevant undertakings as well as other market participants. Indeed, there is a consensus that agencies should base their actions on accurate evidence and analytical rigour.

The challenge, however, lies with the dynamic nature of many of the markets and the difficulty of predicting future effects. With this in mind, it is important to stress that an unrealistic threshold of proof may result in no action and this lack of action may result in prolonged consumer harm. As they seek to identify the requisite standard of proof, agencies and courts should acknowledge the dynamism of markets, the tipping of many markets, the limited likelihood of self-correction, and the cost of under intervention.

6. Shifting the burden of proof in merger review
Merger review forms an important enforcement tool which authorities may use to help safeguard the competitive structure of digital markets. Recent transactions and investigations have revealed the difficulties associated with assessment of future effects in a dynamic environment. There is a need to pay greater attention to likely network effects, data consolidation, and possible long-term effects. Concerns as to the elimination of potential competitors, and the ability to distinguish ‘killer acquisitions’ from those that promote efficiency and innovation, are also important issues.

The difficulty of appraising possible future effects has given rise to calls for a possible shift of the burden of proof in some cases. Such a change may be necessary in order to address the asymmetry of information between the competition agency and the parties concerned. A shift in the burden of proof would put the onus on the merged entities to prove that the acquisition would not distort competition.

7. Clearly defining theories of harm
As business strategies evolve, so does competition law enforcement. This process however may lead to the widening of existing ‘categories’ of illicit practices or the creation of new ones. A consensus exists that business and legal certainty require careful development of new theories of harm. In cases where a novel theory has been used, agencies should consider commitment decisions rather than infringement decisions (which carry fines), to reflect the novelty and business uncertainty, and avoid a chilling effect. In particular, enforcers may consider using commitment decisions or refrain from fines when appraising new business strategies and exploring novel theories, which do not form a clear evolution of existing case law.

8. Incorporating consumer vulnerability in competition assessments
As part of the adaptation of competition enforcement to changing market dynamics, the introduction of a new concept of ‘vulnerable consumers’ into the competition analysis should be considered. This could help to identify instances where specific obligations should be placed on companies so as to give enhanced protection to vulnerable customers. Such an approach could incorporate established concepts from consumer law (e.g., in the context of unfair commercial practices legislation) to create an intervention benchmark in competition cases. The aim of such a development would be to offer enhanced
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protection to vulnerable groups of consumers (e.g. related to a disability, age or financial situation), or in cases where the complexity of markets prevents ‘average’ consumers from taking informed decisions.\textsuperscript{48} Such protection may, for example, be necessary in the fields of energy, financial services and telecommunications.\textsuperscript{49} Furthermore, incorporating the concept of consumer vulnerability in competition assessments could play a role in digital markets where big data and big analytics are used to exploit consumer biases and vulnerabilities, to increase switching costs for consumers and to raise barriers to entry.\textsuperscript{50} This is because consumers in digital markets lack the expertise to understand how such big data and big analytic processes are used to shape their consumption decisions.

Identifying consumer vulnerabilities in competition law assessments could also provide important insights to assess a restrictive practice (e.g. while under a ‘average’ consumer scenario the practice might not raise concerns, the opposite can be true under a vulnerable consumer scenario). Furthermore, it could help to design consumer-facing remedies where the restoration of competition is subject to consumers’ changing behaviour (see recommendation 10).

9. Providing guidelines to businesses

To ensure business and legal certainty in a dynamic environment, agencies should publish guidelines in which they outline concerns, the threshold for intervention and benchmarks for assessment. To ensure alignment of enforcement strategies, such guidelines should be developed in collaboration across Europe (e.g. in the European Competition Network comprising the European Commission and national competition authorities), with the participation of stakeholders. Alignment of the analytical approach would help to foster a homogeneous EU-wide policy approach without preventing particularities of specific national markets being taken into account.

10. Ensuring the effectiveness of remedies

The nature of digital markets, and the presence of network effects, may undermine the effectiveness of ex-post remedies, in particular in cases in which an abuse led to the market tipping in favour of the incumbent. This may be so in particular when the success of the remedy hinges on changing consumers’ behaviour or attitudes (e.g. facilitating switching), or when a behavioural remedy requires prolonged implementation. In the case of abuse, an effective remedy may bring the abuse to an end, but will rarely reinstate the original market conditions.

With this in mind, agencies should seek to design remedies that take into account the likely tipping of markets, the role of data and networks and the effects on entry and growth. In cases involving user interfaces, agencies should incorporate behavioural insights in remedies to address control over the interface and the ability to create friction and undermine switchability. Behavioural insights have been used in the past by the European Commission e.g. in the Microsoft Internet Explorer case to design behavioural remedies. Considering the similarities between the Internet Explorer case and recent cases (e.g. Google Android), enforcement authorities can rely more on behavioural testing to ensure the effective implementation of the remedy.

11. Contemplating structural remedies
The discussion of structural remedies has attracted much attention in recent years, with calls on both sides of the Atlantic for breakups of digital giants. Much of the discussion focused on concerns beyond the scope of competition policy and has been driven by political discourse. Under EU competition law, the role of structural remedies is limited to instances where a behavioural remedy may be deemed ineffective. This may be the case in heavily concentrated digital markets where behavioural changes cannot restore competition or put an end to the infringement. While possible in principle, such structural remedies could trigger political friction when applied in an extraterritorial manner to foreign companies.

12. Carrying-out market studies and sector investigations
Market studies and sector investigations offer a complementary instrument to traditional competition enforcement. Depending on the scope of provisions at national level, they may provide the competition agency with a flexible instrument to gather information about a sector, engage the relevant undertakings in discussion, provide a channel for signalling and advocacy, and at times provide flexible remedies to address market failures.

13. Advocacy and co-operation with consumer groups
In a digital economy in which stealth, tracking, targeting and asymmetry of information are relevant characteristics, competition agencies should invest in levelling the playing field. Education and dissemination of information as to the costs and risks can have a transformative effect on companies’ behaviour. Increased awareness of user rights and outside options, like stimulating certain user behaviour and discouraging harmful business practices preventing consumers from making informed decisions, are key to well-functioning markets.

By working together with consumer organisations, agencies can gain useful insights into how markets are performing for consumers and whether there are market failures that need to be addressed by

---

51 Structural remedies should only be imposed either where there is no equally effective behavioural remedy or where any equally effective behavioural remedy would be more burdensome for the undertaking concerned than the structural remedy’ Recital 12, Regulation 1/2003
means of enforcement. Consumer organisations can point out to competition authorities ‘where to dig’\textsuperscript{52}. Furthermore, by working together with competition agencies, consumer groups can contribute to creating a culture of compliance in which the interests of agencies, consumer and companies are aligned.

14. Increasing the analytical capacity of agencies
The challenges of the digital economy require competition agencies to invest in capacity building. They should place greater emphasis on hiring computer scientists and economists with insights into behavioural economics and digital markets. Such capacity can enable the agencies to better address issues arising from data gathering, data analytics, and machine learning – both in terms of internal agency work and analysis of market dynamics. This new capacity may be incorporated into existing case teams, or gathered under one roof – creating a task force within the agency which has a mandate to monitor digital markets. For example, DG Competition has recently created an antitrust and e-commerce data unit, and the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority has established a Data, Technology and Analytics unit.\textsuperscript{53}

15. Breaking down enforcement silos
Digital markets require a multi-disciplinary approach. Anti-competitive conduct can also breach other areas of law such as data protection and consumer laws. The different competent authorities must therefore work together to provide a coherent and efficient response, especially when it comes to identifying the authority best placed to intervene and to designing appropriate behavioural remedies. The European Data Protecting Supervisor Clearing House initiative is a step in the right direction, but a stronger commitment is needed by the authorities concerned.

\textsuperscript{52} Commissioner Vestager, 'Competition is a consumer issue' https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2014-2019/vestager/announcements/competition-consumer-issue_en
\textsuperscript{53} https://competitionandmarkets.blog.gov.uk/2018/10/24/cmas-new-data-unit-exciting-opportunities-for-data-scientists/
While competition law is fundamental to maintaining the competitiveness of the digital economy, it is important to note the complementary role played by regulatory instruments. This is especially so as competition agencies are increasingly feeling the pressure to confront an ever-growing number of cases. Regulatory tools can provide an effective instrument to address data harvesting and handling, the right to privacy, the application of norms of behaviour between powerful platforms, service providers and users, and enforce consumer protection regulations. Regulation may offer a valuable instrument to design the competitive landscape and clarify the boundaries of legality. Its strength lies in its ability to tackle, ex-ante, a wide range of concerns, and in doing so help prevent behaviour that the competition laws may be able to address ex-post. Regulation may form a superior instrument dealing with systemic market failures, sector specific problems, across the board standard setting and groups of customers in need of special protection. One example in the field of financial services is the EU’s Interchange Fees Regulation (2105/751).

Note for example: The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the proposed ePrivacy Regulation (ePR), and the Regulation on promoting fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation services (COM(2018) 238 final)
Taking into account the limited resources available to competition agencies, the need to prioritise cases and the long duration of investigations, a strong regulatory regime forms an essential part of the enforcement toolbox. This is even more so, given that remedies in competition may terminate the violation, but rarely restore competition to the position before the violation. In some instances, dynamic markets may be better served by ex-ante regulatory measures, which assist in designing the competitive landscape and protecting consumers rights, rather than ex-post competition enforcement and remedies.

To be effective, regulatory agencies should actively engage, utilising the tools at hand. Failure to do so, in itself sends a mixed signal to market participants. It also shifts the burden to the competition agencies as they try to remedy the harm. It is therefore important to continue to develop effective regulatory instruments for the digital economy, while taking due account of the costs associated with regulation and the burden on market participants. To strike the right balance – minimising intrusion while maximising impact – ‘selective’ regulatory regimes could be explored. For example, smart regulation which targets only those likely to be able to generate adverse effects on consumers, while exempting small and medium size companies. Certain codes of behaviour and regulatory frameworks could be applied, selectively, to companies in gate keeping positions and to situations where customers are vulnerable. Smart regulation could introduce a two-tier regime and so reduce the burden on small and medium size operators.55

An effective enforcement approach requires both regulators and competition enforcers to operate alongside each other. Regulation can provide an ex-ante framework to clearly design and fine-tune the rules of the game. Failure to adhere to the regulatory regime should trigger swift enforcement. Competition law enforcement, when called upon, could also rely on the regulatory regime to identify the boundaries of legality.56

The overlap in goals and mandate calls for close cooperation between competition agencies, sectoral regulators and other regulatory bodies. Different models of co-operation should be explored, including introducing clear procedures for information sharing and consultative opinions between agencies. Some informal initiatives already exist in the field of energy57 and data protection58, but the lack of an institutional framework is a challenge for the engagement and commitment of the authorities.

56 Case 32/11, Allianz Hungária Biztosító Zrt. and Others v Gazdasági Versenyhivatal, [2013] ECR-I 160, paragraph 47
57 Under the Partnership for the Enforcement of European Rights (PEER), Europe’s energy regulators seek to improve the enforcement of the European consumers’ rights through enhanced inter-authority cooperation at EU level. PEER brings together interested authorities responsible for protecting and/or supporting Europe’s consumers across a range of sectors including consumer protection authorities; data protection authorities; consumer bodies; ombudsmen; competition authorities; and sectoral (e.g. energy, telecommunications, financial) regulatory authorities, https://www.ceer.eu/peer
58 The European Data Protection Supervisor established in 2017 the ‘Big data and Digital Clearing House’ bringing together agencies from the areas of competition, consumer and data protection to discuss how best to enforce rules in the interests of protecting individuals in digital markets, https://www.digitalclearinghouse.org/
One proposal which has gained traction on both sides of the Atlantic has been the creation of a dedicated body – a digital authority – which would centralise the regulatory powers relevant to the digital economy and develop enforcement capacity in this area. Such an authority could form part of the competition agency or be established as a separate independent entity (benefiting from similar independence as competition agencies, thus reducing its exposure to political and industrial lobbying pressures).

It would benefit from a multidisciplinary team of experts with different backgrounds in computer and data science, economics, behavioural sciences, that can engage in monitoring, data collection, enforcement and policy consultations. A digital authority could provide much needed flexibility so as to enable ongoing adjustments to changing market conditions, at a pace which traditional regulators, competition agencies and courts may find challenging.

---

BEUC’s objective is to ensure that consumers, and, ultimately society as a whole, obtain a fair share of the considerable benefits of digitisation of the economy through healthy competition. We must avoid a situation where vested interests protect themselves from potential entry into the market of newcomers. We clearly need free and fair competitive markets in which consumer welfare is optimised; and a level playing field, with symmetric information flows, where companies compete on merit and consumers benefit from autonomy and control.

To achieve this goal, competition agencies and relevant regulatory bodies need to take measured action. The notion that ‘the market will self-correct’ is no longer credible. The genuine threat to competition in future markets requires enforcers to adapt. Failure to do so may result in the tipping of markets, consumer harm and long-term distortions. It may also risk undermining consumer confidence in the ability of markets to deliver welfare and prosperity.

BEUC therefore calls for an informed evolution of enforcement priorities, enforcement capacity and substantive theories of harm. A careful evolution, that respects the need to maintain incentives to investment and innovation and to allow the market to flourish. But an evolution which at the same time acknowledges the changing market realities, the need to move beyond narrow price-centric analysis, and to rapidly adapt. An evolution which sees clearly beyond smoke screens and delaying tactics and appreciates that in the dynamic environment in which we operate, failure to take action in a timely manner has the same effect as taking no action at all.
This publication is part of an activity which has received funding under an operating grant from the European Union’s Consumer Programme.